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variable transmission rates may be unsuitable for a number of

Abstract-Physical layer security techniques have emerged as
promising candidates in order to achieve perfect secrecy in

applications.

wireless communication systems. In this framework, an approach

In order to overcome such difficulties, more proactive

is proposed to enhance secrecy, taking advantage of topolo

approaches have been proposed, relying on the injection of

gical and mobility asymmetries between a legitimate user and
potential eavesdroppers. As a specific example, an Alamouti

artificial noise into the network. Numerous helping-interferer

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system

approaches

with distributed mobile transmitters is investigated for under

of the idea of intentionally degrading the eavesdropper's SNR.

water acoustic and radio frequency applications. The mobile

[5], [6], [7], [8] have been presented, making use

In the present paper, this idea is extended; instead of degrading

transmitters independently emit pre-equalized - in terms of
Doppler shifts - Alamouti OFDM symbols. As a result, the

the eavesdropper SNR, our aim is to degrade the eavesdrop

legitimate receiver effortlessly receives Doppler shift free copies

per channel eigenvalues. We extensively discuss a possible

of the OFDM symbols with standard diversity gains. On the

scenario, making use of topological and mobility asymmetries

contrary, eavesdroppers experience diversity gain compression

between a legitimate user and potential eavesdroppers. As a

and cross-symbol interference. A positive ergodic secrecy capacity
is achievable even in the absence of an SNR advantage at the
legitimate user.

specific example, an Alamouti Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) system with distributed transmitters
is analyzed. In a sense, this work introduces a qualitatively
different approach in helping interferer techniques; our focus

I. INTRODUCTION

is on the received signal properties rather than the channel

Physical layer security has recently become a focal point of

SNR. The merits of the proposed system are demonstrated by

research due to the importance of its potential applications. Se

evaluation of the system ergodic secrecy capacity. The paper is

curity is becoming an increasingly crucial issue in wireless ap

structured as follows: Section II summarizes the main points

plications and physical layer approaches can offer alternatives

in physical layer security for OFDM systems, the proposed

for building perfectly secure systems. The pioneering works of

system is described in Section III, the ergodic secrecy capacity

Wyner

[1] and Csiszar and Komer [2] have demonstrated that

a noisy communication channel offers opportunities for secret

is evaluated in Section IV, while Section V concludes the
present work.

communication as long as the legitimate user has an SNR
advantage. In particular, they demonstrated that in situations
where the eavesdropper's channel is on average a degraded
version of the main channel, a positive secrecy capacity can
be guaranteed. Extending these results, analyses for the wire
less fading channel
(MIMO) systems

[3] and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
[4] establish positive secrecy capacities even

when on average the eavesdropper's channel can be better than

II. SECRECY CAPACITY OF OFDM SYSTEMS
We assume an OFDM communication system with
carriers spaced

tl.f

A

=

at the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT)

outputs in the legitimate

and eavesdropping receivers can be described as

that of the legitimate user.

(1)

However, in the aforementioned scenarios, the transmitter
needs to know the instantaneous Channel Impulse Response
(CIR) between the transmitter, the legitimate receiver and the
eavesdropper, so that the transmission rate can be adapted
accordingly. In the presence of a passive eavesdropper this is
a very stringent requirement as the eavesdropper channel can
only be described statistically. Furthermore, even if this issue is
dealt with using opportunistic approaches, the resulting highly
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N

Hz apart. The observation vectors

The indices

l

and

e

correspond to the legitimate receiver and

the eavesdropper respectively, while the

N x N matrices Hl/e

denote the respective legitimate user and eavesdropper channel
matrices;

d

=

[d1,

•

•

•

, dN V

is a sequence of independent

di and nile =
[nl,1 Ie, ... , n N,I I eV are length N noise vectors of i.i.d. Gaus

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) symbols
sian random variables with variances

<T�,l/e

=

N021/e.

Due to

the employment of cyclic prefixes and assuming slow fading
environments, the matrices
we have

N

Hl/e

are

typically diagonal so that

parallel independent transmission channels.
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Rx

The OFDM system secrecy capacity can then be straight
forwardly evaluated as

[9], [10]

/'

/'

Cs

/'1

/

/

TxO

-1

-

/
with

"II

and

"Ie

channels respectively,

HIH[i

and

/

denoting the SNR of the forward and wiretap

Ai

and

�i

....,

....,

denoting the eigenvalues of

....,

-:;:.Ex

HeH� respectively, OH denoting the Hermitian
0+
"IIAi

max(·,O). Clearly, for those subchan
"Ie�i, we can transmit in perfect secrecy
at a maximal rate of log � +)1 �, if the i-th data symbol di is
+ l'e��
drawn from a Gaussian distribution.

of a matrix and
nels for which

=

Tx1

>

In the following we employ a discrete (sampled) represen

TRANSMITTERS

tation of the relevant analogue time domain signals. Matrices

Let us assume an Alamouti Space Time Block Coded

[11]. In order to provide a systematic

secrecy framework, we aim at generating asymmetries between
the legitimate user and the eavesdropper. In the present case
study, we assume ideally synchronized distributed mobile
transmitters Txo and TXt, which independently choose their
velocities and directions of movement, as shown in Fig.

1. At

this stage, we further require that the transmitters' motions are
completely random as perceived by the legitimate user Rx and
the eavesdropper Ex and can be modeled as Brownian motions
clocked at the OFDM symbol period Ts. As an example, the
movement of the transmitters is controlled by the sampling of
independent local random processes

Alamouti STBC OFDM system with distributed mobile transmitters.

A. System Description

III. ALAMOUTI OFDM W ITH DISTRIBUTED MO BILE

(STBC) OFDM system

Fig. I.

[12] or using hardware

random number generators. The present paper is not concerned

and vectors are denoted in bold upper and lower case letters
respectively,

In denotes the n xn identity matrix, [·lnm denotes
0*

the n-th row and m-th column element of a matrix, while

denotes the conjugate operator. Furthermore, in order to render
the notation as compact as possible, we use indices t,

{O, I}

denote the transmitter-receiver pairs, with t E

the zeroth and first transmitter respectively and

r

E

r

to

denoting

{l,e}

de

noting the legitimate �d eavesdropping receiver respectively.
Furthermore, we use . to distinguish quantities related to the

()

2nd Alamouti symbol from the respective quantities occurring
during the 1st Alamouti symbol.
During the transmission of the 1st Alamouti symbol, the

So

signals

and

S1

emitted by the two mobile distributed

transmitters Txo and Txt can be expressed as

with the detailed design of such systems but rather with the

Txo

proof of the concept presented, so the above idealizations are

Txt

considered acceptable.
where

Under the above-mentioned scenario, each transmitter radi

:So
:S1

=
=

FH�tfldo,
FH�{ild1'

(3)
(4)

FH denotes the Inverse Fourier Matrix (IFM) and �t r
t

ates a pre-equalized version of the Alamouti OFDM symbols,

are diagonal matrices modeling the Doppler frequency shif s

so that the Doppler shift at the legitimate receiver is canceled

along the subcarriers

upon reception

the legitimate receiver needs to be static, but rather that its
movement pattern is a-priori known to the transmitters (and
through abstraction to any eavesdropper). In summary, we
make the following assumptions:
•

At least in practical terms, no eavesdropper can predict
the velocity and direction of movement of the mobile

[14], i.e.

[/f>t,rlnm
f3t,r

[13]. This fact does not necessarily mean that

with

<5i

j

can calculate their own Doppler shifts.

<Pt,rUt,r'

(7)

The quantities involved are depicted in Fig.

1.

For Rx and Ex to experience the same Doppler shifts, the
following needs to hold:

The OFDM symbol duration is too short to allow any

UO,e cos<PO,e
U1,e cos<P

eavesdropper to adjust its velocity to match the Doppler
shift at the legitimate receiver, implying that a residual
Doppler shift will almost surely be present at any eaves
dropper.

(6)

c

denoting Kronecker's delta. In the above equations,

COS

All eavesdroppers can measure the relative velocities

,

(5)

legitimate receiver Rx and the eavesdropper Ex are given by

between the transmitters and the legitimate user and they
•

=

Utr'
cos<Ptr-

the effective relative velocities between Txo and Txt and the

transmitters.
•

<5nme27rj(1+J3t,r)n,

1,e

=
=

UO,I cos<PO,I,
U1,1 cos<P1,1

We assume that in the general case
simultaneously.
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.

(8)
(9)

(8) and (9) do not hold

Due to the use of the cyclic prefix and pre-equalization at
the distributed transmitters, the legitimate receiver FFT output
generates a length N observation vector

Ht,r
ht,rn,

Zl = HO,ldo+H1,ld1+

(10)

WI

with the
being diagonal matrices of the frequency re
sponses
n
0, . . . , N -1 in the two main channels and
the two eavesdropping channels respectively, i.e.,

=

(11)
Furthermore, WI is a vector of Li.d. zero-mean Gaussian
random variables.
The eavesdropper receives a signal that in the general case is
distorted due to Doppler shifts, so that the observation vector
at the FFT output of Ex is given by
(12)
Ze= Ho,e80do+H1,e81d1+ e
n
where [80lnm � (JOn = Onme27rjt:.po with D./30 = /3o,e -/30,1.
n
Similarly, [81lnm � (J1n = Onme27rjt:.Pl with D./31 = /31,e /31,1,
W

The transmission of the 2nd Alamouti symbol involves the
emission of

Txo
TXl

it,r

: 80
: 81

(13)
(14)

where
are diagonal matrices modeling the Doppler fre
quency shifts along the subcarriers during the second Alamouti
symbol, i.e

"Unme27rj(1+.8t,r)n,

Ut,r
cos</>-t r-'
,

C

(15)
(16)

For simplicity, we assume that the channels are slowly
varying so that they remain unchanged during the transmission
of the two Alamouti symbols. As a result, the observation
vectors at the FFT outputs of Rx and Ex respectively are
expressed during the second Alamouti symbol as
(17)

-Ho,e90di+H1,e91do +We (18)
where [eolnm = On71}e27rjt:..8on with D.�o = �O,e - �O,l' and
[8-11 nm -"unme27rjt:.P1n W1·th A /3-1 - /3-1,e - /3-1,1·
Ze

.u.

The output of the combiner at the legitimate user produces
(19)

where

H - [ Ao,l+0 A1,1 AO,1+0 A1,1 '
]
_

(20)

(21)

A=

[

At,r =

and WI are vectors of Li.d. zero
mean Gaussian random variables.
Wo

B. Relation to Faster than Nyquist Signaling

H

Based on the properties of the reception matrices
and
we can establish a potential advantage at the legitimate
user in respect to the eavesdropper;
is a diagonal matrix
and has maximal eigenvalues as opposed to
which includes
gain compression coefficients
and cross-symbol
interference terms. Due to Doppler shifts at Ex, the combiner
output involves copies of the two Alamouti OFDM symbols
offset by a residual frequency drift. Essentially, this situation
is similar to receiving signals transmitted at a rate higher than
the nominal Inter-Symbol Interference (lSI) free Nyquist rate.
It has been demonstrated that a receiver's capability to cope
with the induced lSI in faster than Nyquist signaling scenarios
depends on the dimensionality of the signal space as well as
the excess transmission rate and is limited by the so-called
Mazo limit [15]. For large dimensionality signal spaces, this
limit practically tends to the Nyquist rate, so that no excess
transmission rate can be achieved [16]. This case is particularly
relevant to the wireless scenario of the proposed system [17]
where the matrices
and
would not be diagonal and
as a result cross-carrier interference would further degrade the
eavesdropper reception.
From a communication theory point of view, the previous
discussion can be related to the system error performance
through the signal space minimum distance. The transmitted
symbols are typically M -ary Quadrature Amplitude Modu
lation (M -QAM) symbols drawn from uniform distributions
over lattices in the complex plane. The reception matrix
at the legitimate user simply corresponds to the Alamouti
diversity gains and does not alter the shape of the data lattice,
simply scaling the minimum distance. On the other hand, the
eavesdropper reception matrix
has degraded eigenvalues
with respect to
The signal space minimum distances
and
at the legitimate user and the eavesdropper respectively are
(tightly) upper bounded by the Minkowski bound [18]:

A,

H
A
80/l > 90/1

80/1

90/1

H

H.

de

A

dl

/N= .IN

dl

:S

.INdet(HHH)l

de

:S

.JNdet(AAH)l/N=.JN

II

>.:/N,(23)

II

�:

i=0,...,N-1

i=0,oo.,N-1

/N. (24)

The above bounds imply that the potential advantage - in terms
of error rates - established at the legitimate user is independent
of the eavesdropper receiver complexity.
IV. SECRECY CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The secrecy capacity of the proposed system during two
Alamouti symbols is given as

while at the eavesdropper, the combiner output produces

with

In the above, we denote the diversity gain matrices as

Ht,rHt',r while no, n1,

Cs = ( logdet(IN+I'IHHH) - logdet(IN+l'eAAH)) +

(25)

In the simplistic scenario where the Doppler spread is very

AO,e80+A1,e�i
Ho,eHi,e(80 - 8n

narrow compared to the intercarrier spacing, we can approx
imate all submatrices involved in (25) as being diagonal and
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the system can be decomposed into N parallel subsystems,
corresponding to the respective N OFDM subchannels during
two Alamouti symbols. Equivalently, reducing all submatrices
involved to scalars and dropping the index
corresponding
to the n-th carrier, the combiner outputs at the legitimate user
and eavesdropper subchannels are respectively given in (26)
and (27)

.
1 4 ,---�--�-----,
.
1 2

n

h [��]+[��],

(26)

A [ �� ]+[ :� ],

(27)
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Fig. 2. Ergodic secrecy capacity when the legitimate user has the same SNR
as a potential eavesdropper.

and

ho,eh1,e(81 - 80)
Iho,e1280+Ih1,e1281 ] .
(29)
The capacity
evaluated as

Ct

of the legitimate user in a subchannel is

()
x :::; 2

where . denotes ensemble expectation. We can further
simplify (32) by using the series expansion of
for
o <
which would require that

log(x)

(33)

logdet(I2+ /,lhhH)

210g(I+/'1 (lho,t!2+Ih1,t!2?)

(30)

during the transmission of two Alamouti symbols. The capac
ity C; of the eavesdropper in a subchannel on the other hand
can be evaluated as

logdet(I2 +/'eAAH)

c;

log

{ [ +/'e(1Iho,eI280+Ih1,e128112
1

x

}

respectively. Due to symmetry in the expressions involved, the
ergodic secrecy capacity can be evaluated as

((ct - C;)+)

�

(-I)n-1(I+4/,elnI4IJI2 _ I)n
_2 1\ 00
� n 1+4/'t!nI4
00 (_I)n-1 4n(lnI4nhr((�IJI2 - I)n)
2
-� n
((1+4/'t!nI4)n)
1
2I=(-In)n- ((I _ /'e/'1 IJI2)n)
n=l
-2\ log (�; IJI2) )
2 log (�:) +2\ log 1 _ 41T2n;fj.j2fj.!J32 ), (34)
where we have assumed that 4/'t!nI2 » 1 and that J takes
1 - (21Tnfj.!J3? (34) reveals that
small values so that IJI2
(Cs)

=

�

+ Iho,el2Ih1,el2180- - 8112)]
[I+/,e(llho,eI280+lh1,eI28112
- 2)]
+ IhO,el2Ih1,el2180 - 811
280+Ih1,el28�)
- /'elho,el2Ih1,el21(80 - 81)(lho,el
- (81 - 801)(lho,eI280+Ih1,eI28i)12
:::; log (1+/'e1Iho,el280+Ih1,el281- 12)
(31)
+ log (1+/'ellho,eI280+Ih1,eI28112).
We assume that the random variables ht,r, 8t,r and !3t,r
share the same statistics as the random variables n, J and !J3
(Cs)

)

If (33) is true then (32) becomes

�

�

even if the eavesdropper has a small SNR advantage, it is still
possible to achieve a positive secrecy capacity.
Assuming that
is uniformly distributed in the range
with 0 <
< 1, (34) becomes

( -0:,0:)
(Cs)

!J3

0:
2 log

(�:) +40:ln 2+20: log(0:2 - 1 - 20:)

0:
+ 2 log ( 11+
- 0: ) .

(35)

In Fig. 2 the ergodic secrecy capacity is evaluated when the
legitimate user and the eavesdropper experience on average the
same channel conditions, i.e.
For underwater acoustic
OFDM systems the velocity of sound is approximately c
1500 mlsec; for a reasonable velocity of 10 kmIh we obtain
�
X 10-3 [14]. On the other hand, for RF systems c
3 X 108 mlsec so that for a velocity u
100 kmIh we obtain

/'e /'1.
=

=

(210g(I+4/'t!nI4) - 2 log (1+4/'e InI4IJI2)), !3 2
(32)
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,

=

=

fJ � 10-7 [14]. Therefore, we can argue that in such typical
scenarios, a small positive secrecy capacity can be inferred
and Wyner's concept can be achieved even when the legitimate
user has no SNR advantage over the eavesdropper.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have investigated an alternative approach
in the framework of physical layer security relying on topolo
gical and mobility network asymmetries. We have proposed
an Alamouti STBC OFDM system with distributed mobile
transmitters. A reception advantage can be established at the
legitimate user with respect to a potential eavesdropper based
on pre-equalization - in terms of Doppler shifts - of the
transmitted symbols. Even in the simple scenario where the
Doppler spread is narrow compared to the OFDM inter-carrier
spacing, it can be demonstrated that a positive ergodic secrecy
capacity can be achieved even when the legitimate user has no
SNR advantage over the eavesdropper. The underlying system
concept is closely related to the reception of signals transmit
ted at rates higher than the Nyquist rate. In such scenarios, the
reception matrices' eigenvalues explicitly determine both the
signal space minimum distance (and therefore the error rate)
and the secrecy capacity.
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